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AI-Powered Damage Assessment for Aircraft

Emerging technologies such as visual inspection powered by artificial intelligence; and 3D
data visualization have presented opportunities to improve MRO operations.
To inspect large or unconventionally shaped objects, an inspector normally uses tactile
measuring tools such as touch probes and gauges; and visual aids like micro-binoculars.
This requires taking measurements manually and repeatedly. Besides, the amount of data
that can be obtained and processed by such tools are limited.
Automated Inspection
AI-powered damage assessment can be applied to inspection of aircraft structures and
components. Instead of assessing surface damage using manual tools, the inspector or a
robot captures images of the component using a camera or 3D scanner. System software
then processes the images or point cloud to identify non-conformance areas.
Digital visual inspection using optical non-contact measurement, usually deployed for small
parts, is now a viable option for complex free-form objects like fan blade.
Fan Blade Inspection
A typical fan blade is segmented into areas such as leading edge, trailing edge, tip and air
foil. Each area has its own serviceable limits (~ 0.1 mm) and reparable limits (~ 1 mm) for
defects such as cracks, tears, dents and scratches.
For features below 1 mm, current 3D scanning technology may not be able to detect them
reliably because of noise in scanner output. One approach that is being developed is
advanced 2D processing.
Using computer vision, image processing, computational geometry, special algorithms and
machine learning, the AI engine is able to analyse 2D images and 3D data for cracks and
dents – which may be overlooked in a manual check.

Image processing typically involves filtering to clean up the image; removing outliers;
reducing sensor noise; dividing image into segments for analysis; and identifying defects
such as dents and cracks. The system then compares values against the pass criteria to
determine if the part meets the specifications. This offers an accurate, objective and fast
assessment – plus record traceability.

Unlike the traditional “scan-to-CAD” inspection, this system eliminates the need for a CAD
model and thus works on most physical assets readily.
When implementing automated inspection, user can begin with a semi-automated process
where the system highlights the defective areas and the inspector confirms them. The
system will progressively learn to identify the points of interest and recommend remedial
actions. Inspection results can be presented in reports or visualized on 3D dashboard.
3D Visualization
3D digital model of an assembly or aircraft can also serve as reporting platforms. These are
lightweight 3D models which can be readily rendered on tablets and laptops. Each 3D part in
the model is like a data cell - connected to the enterprise database - and displays contextual
information such as part number, stock level, repair history, technical documentation, and
even live temperature readings (if linked to sensors).
With the service history and inspection result displayed on a 3D heat map, the team is able
to clearly identify problems such as high repair rate (red zone) for certain parts.
Conclusion
Automated inspection, combined with live 3D visualization, will enable the team to resolve
quality and reliability issues objectively and quickly - improving MRO productivity and aircraft
uptime.

